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Utah’s Most Reliable Foreign Car Mechanics

Are you in need of any repairs on your foreign or domestic
vehicle? Few people help smooth out life’s rough edges like a
trustworthy mechanic. And  if you’re the owner of a
foreign car, and in need of diagnosis, repairs, or vital
maintenance, you need a certain kind of expertise. At Ace
Auto Repair of West Jordan, Utah, we value you and your
trust. We treat your car the way we’d treat ours, and we know
almost all makes and models.

We’re a Utah family-owned company , and when it comes to
reputation, we are not going to mess around. This is why our
service inspires scores of our amazing customers to post
great reviews of the top-notch service we ensure. We take
pride in a clean, welcoming environment and in providing every one of our customers with a 5-Star experience.

Key Services We Offer For All Foreign and Domestic Vehicles

We offer a full range of service. With state-of-the-art diagnostic equipment and precision-trained technicians, we
handle diagnostic services, engine repairs and replacements, alignments and tire fixes, brakes and front and
rear end repairs, transmission maintenance and repair, and solutions for any electronics issue. Yes, we know
what that vague dashboard warning message means, and how to take care of it. And checking the safety aspects of
your car is second-nature to us. At Ace Auto, we offer the following affordable and satisfaction guaranteed
services: 

Repairs

Replacements

Maintenance

Diagnostics

Safety and Emissions Inspections

Used Car or Pre-purchase Inspections and Advice

Road Trip Inspections

Overhauls and Rebuilds

At Ace Auto Repair, We Service a World of Foreign and Domestic Car Brands

Ace Auto Repair is the place in West Jordan, Utah  with the most knowledgeable, precision-oriented
mechanics for your European, Japanese, or other exotic cars. We also take care of and repair your high-
performance car. We guarantee our repairs, and we are focused on your satisfaction with the outcome.

We service just about any make and model foreign and domestic. When it comes to foreign cars, we have always
serviced German and other European makes, as well as Japanese and Korean makes. We service the following
brands:
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Acura, Audi, Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet, Chrysler, Dodge, Eagle, Ford, GMC, Honda, Hummer, Hyundai,
Infiniti, Isuzu, Jeep, Kia, Lexus, Lincoln, Mazda, MINI, Mitsubishi, Nissan, Oldsmobile, Pontiac, RAM, Scion,
Subaru, Suzuki, Toyota, Volkswagen

Feel free to ask if you don’t see yours listed!

Imported or U.S. Made? We Know the Difference!

As you can see, versatile car mechanics are world citizens. These days, the line is often blurred between imports
and U.S.-made cars. This has been the case since 1978, when Volkswagen moved into Pennsylvania and set up
shop. VWs have been the source of U.S. jobs dating back that far. In the eighties, Honda began operating a factory
in Ohio, followed by Toyota in Kentucky.

Today, the pattern is solidified. And actually many auto makers now operate in just the reverse manner,
manufacturing U.S. name brands elsewhere. We can tell you if you’re driving an import! Our experienced foreign
car mechanics at Ace Auto have the knowledge and expertise in taking care of your foreign vehicle’s
unique needs.  

Ace Auto’s Secrets of Success, Unveiled

There’s actually just one, and it’s not hidden: We care about our customers.

We at Ace Auto  want your experience to be as convenient and trouble-free as possible. Our mechanics will talk
with you about the services and repairs your car needs. We will never try to sell you a part of service your car does
not require. Never again will you pay those high prices at the dealerships or overpay for repairs that could have been
avoided in the first place.

If there are options for a repair at a range of costs, we’ll tell you. Whatever your need, we’ll always give you a free
estimate of the cost of meeting it, and we’ll ensure the cost is fair and reasonable.

For any vehicle repair or maintenance services, contact our certified master mechanics at Ace Auto Repair in
Utah for a free repair quote. Give us a call at 801-803-6016.
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